Convenience – Sit back and let the GARDENA smart system take care of your garden. It’s easy to install, use and plan. And you can do it all with the GARDENA smart app. The intelligent garden is at your fingertips.

Freedom – The hard work of mowing and watering your lawn is a thing of the past. Now you can do the things you really love to do while the GARDENA smart system takes care of your garden.

Control – Intelligent technology connects you with your garden – anywhere, any time. Whether you are on a business trip, a family holiday or travelling with friends, the GARDENA smart system will let you know what is happening in your garden at all times. And you will always come home to a garden with healthy plants and a perfectly manicured lawn.

Any place, any time. Full control for perfect results. App-controlled and only available from GARDENA.

GARDENA smart system

Discover the GARDENA smart system
www.gardena.com

smart system app
Free GARDENA smart app for iOS and Android. Easily keep everything in your garden in check, wherever you are, and adjust irrigation and lawn mowing times to suit your preferences.

smart gateway
The heart of the smart system for wireless network communication.

smart lawnmowers SILENO / SILENO+
Mowing times can be programmed using the smart app and coordinated with the watering times of the smart Water Control system.

smart system set
Never mow the lawn or water again! Always have perfectly manicured lawns and needs-based, efficient irrigation of plants on a fully automatic basis.

Contents: smart Gateway, smart SILENO, smart Sensor, smart Water Control
Article No. 19100

smart sensor
Sends key information about soil moisture, light intensity and ambient temperature to the app.

smart Water Control
Programme irrigation times conveniently from your smartphone and, if required, coordinate irrigation with the smart SILENO mowing times.
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The heart of the smart system for wireless network communication.
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Sends key information about soil moisture, light intensity and ambient temperature to the app.

6 smart Water Control
Programme irrigation times conveniently from your smartphone and, if required, coordinate irrigation with the smart SILENO mowing times.
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The whole garden in the palm of your hand
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**GARDENA smart system**

1. **GARDENA smart app**
   With the free GARDENA smart app for iOS and Android, staying in touch with your garden is at your fingertips. Mowing the lawn and watering has never been so convenient. The app features an intuitive user interface. Mowing the lawn is therefore child’s play and watering the plants happens when they need it; both tasks can be coordinated or controlled remotely whenever you want.

   This means that the range of useful features is very wide. Here is a selection:

   - Getting started: It is so simple to get the GARDENA smart system up and running. The app will automatically lead you through a step-by-step guide. The system can be installed on any tool, and all it takes are a few simple steps.
   - With the GARDENA smart app you have a bird’s-eye view of your garden, while knowing that it is in good hands. At the same time, you can see an overview of all your smart tools and their statuses, and take control at any time if necessary.
   - The intuitive GARDENA smart app shows an overview of all measurements taken by the smart sensors. Feel safe in the knowledge that your plants are in good hands. At the same time, you can see an overview of all your smart tools and their statuses, and take control at any time if necessary.

2. **smart gateway**
   The heart of the smart system for wireless network communication.
   - Can be placed in your living space
   - Simple step-by-step instructions for connecting your Internet router with the network, via Wi-Fi or LAN cable
   - Stable, secure connection of all smart products with safe and proven wireless technology
   - Extensive coverage thanks to integrated high-performance antennas
   - Securely connected – Stable, wireless network with secure wireless technology
   - Works quietly – 60 dB(A), so it will not bother you or your neighbours

3. **smart Irrigation**
   Irrigation times can be flexibly set and adjusted as required at any time using the GARDENA smart app.
   - Stay connected — powerful aerial guarantees wireless connection to the Gateway — even in large gardens
   - Reliable — works with various soil textures
   - Local weather station for plants — measures temperature and light intensity
   - Digital root — measures the soil moisture where it matters most — at the root of the plant

4. **smart mowing**
   Fully automated, reliable, simple-free and even mowing of lawns up to 1300 m², even for large and complex areas, with the GARDENA smart app.
   - Surface capacity: 1000 m² (SILENO) or 1300 m² (SILENO+)
   - Slopes: up to 35 % with the same mowing results
   - Works quietly — 60 dB(A), so it will not bother you or your neighbours
   - Reliable and durable — modern lithium-ion battery technology
   - EasyPassage — the lawnmower independently detects and masters narrow corridors — with no extra programming
   - Sensor control — automatic adjustment of mowing frequency to grass growth
   - Securely connected — Stable, wireless network with secure wireless technology

5. **smart sensor**
   Delivers key information regarding irrigation controller settings via the GARDENA smart app, helping you to create a beautiful garden.
   - Stay connected — powerful aerial guarantees wireless connection to the Gateway — even in large gardens
   - Reliable — works with various soil textures
   - Frost alarm — warns you before it is too cold to operate the Water Controls

---

**For terraces and balcony plants**
Smart set Power Pots M
For seven flower pots and three planting troughs.
Article No. 13002

**For lawns**
Complete set with Pop-up Oscillating Sprinkler OS 140
Article No. 8221

**smart Irrigation**
Irrigation system for water-efficient watering:
- Needs-based and efficient irrigation of plants.
- Know what is going on — LEDs show the status on demand
- Reliable — thanks to proven GARDENA valve technology
- Free control — simply press the button if water is needed immediately
- Frost alarm — warns you if the temperature is too cold to operate the Water Controls

---

**GARDENA**
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*Similar to the illustration*